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Abstract - The specification of crushed concrete aggregates (CCA) is increasing, particularly for low-grade applications, where quality is of less importance. In higher value applications, such as structural concrete, further research is required to understand the effect of CCAs on mechanical and durability performance. One disadvantage of using CCA is that the fine material (0-4mm) is often removed, which is not efficient. This research investigated the effect of fine CCA and its combination with coarse CCA in PC/GGBS structural concretes. The resistance to water and chloride ingress in terms of surface resistivity, sorptivity and rapid chloride migration were evaluated, together with compressive strength to determine compliance with characteristic and target mean strengths. From this limited study of CCA which forms a wider research project, the results indicate that a higher proportion of CCA, both fine and coarse, is detrimental to the resistance to water and chloride ingress, possibly due to the higher water absorption characteristics of the recycled material. The incorporation of GGBS however, significantly improves the durability performance, therefore making structural concrete with fine and coarse CCA a viable option.

Introduction

Recycled aggregates (RA) and crushed concrete aggregates (CCA) have become an increasingly popular construction material to replace virgin aggregates since the beginning of the 1980’s. Approximately 13.5 and 18.8 million tonnes of hard demolition arisings were produced in the UK in 2013 and 2014 respectively, and the quantity has been predicted to continue to increase annually [1]. CCA can be utilised across a wide variety of applications, but it is primarily specified as low-grade unbound aggregates in general fill, capping layers and as drainage materials, as the quality of these aggregates are generally of less importance [2,3].

The majority of CCA sources produced in the UK are in compliance with the Quality Protocol for the Production of Aggregates from Inert Waste [4]; however for use in structural concrete they must also conform to the European standard for aggregates in concrete [5]. Utilising CCA in lower grade applications enables the fines content (0-4mm) to be incorporated which has its economic advantages. This also eliminates the need for aggregate screening and in turn helps to reduce any potential waste being produced. Recycled aggregate producers are continually looking to improve the quality and performance of CCA to allow specification in higher grade applications such as sub-base materials and pipe bedding as this has a higher market value [3,6]. The use of CCA in structural concrete is more limited due to a higher uncertainty regarding performance; this is currently not an issue within the UK construction industry however, as the potential supply of quality RA and CCA is fully utilised as unbound aggregates [6].
An opportunity may arise in the UK to incorporate CCA within structural concrete if a good quality source could be utilised on a regeneration project. The European standard for concrete specification states that ‘Type A aggregates from a known source may be used in exposure classes to which the original concrete was designed with a maximum percentage of replacement of 30%’ [7]. The UK standard allows CCA up to 20% by mass, in concrete up to strength class C40/50, except when the structure is likely to be exposed to chlorides [8,9]. The acceptable quantity of fine CCA is not prescribed in the UK standard: ‘BS8500 does not preclude their use where it is demonstrated that, due to the source of material, significant quantities of deleterious materials are not present and their use has been specified or permitted’. This is due to concerns over the quantity of gypsum plaster present in the source of fine CCA when a source is crushed, which can increase the sulfate content of the resultant concrete and in turn cause delayed hydration. The possible detrimental effect on strength is also a concern [10].

This therefore highlights an uncertainty when it comes to incorporating the fine proportion of the CCA which would ultimately become a waste product if it was screened out from coarse aggregates. Further research is required to understand the true effects of fine CCA on mechanical and durability properties, if a clearer specification for the combined use of fine and coarse CCA is to become a possibility in the future. The durability of reinforced concrete is primarily influenced by the connectivity, continuity and tortuosity of its pores, as this is how gases, liquids and other substances penetrate the concrete cover to reinforcement [11,12].

A review of existing research has highlighted that the compressive and tensile strength, and deformation characteristics of concrete can be affected by the inclusion of fine CCA. Suitable replacement levels of 30% and 60% have been reported [13,14]. The detrimental effect is more notable in higher strength concretes [15]. The relationships between engineering properties and compressive strength however have been found to be valid for the majority of existing design codes [16]. There is a higher uncertainty on the true effect of fine CCA on the durability performance of structural concrete as less published work is available. Evangelista and de Brito found that 30% fine CCA inclusion was feasible to produce durable structural concrete, contrary to the general belief that this quantity is not suitable for this type of application [17]. Larger quantities of fine CCA had a much more detrimental effect, causing the water absorption by immersion, water absorption by capillary action, and non-steady state chloride migration coefficient to rise by 46%, 70% and 34% respectively for total replacement of natural fines compared to control concretes. Supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) were suggested as an alternative to overcome the detrimental effect of fine CCA; however this was not quantified. SCMs can improve the durability performance of CCA concrete, due to the reduced porosity of the cement matrix, improved quality of the interfacial transition zones of aggregates and improved chloride binding capacity [18-23]. Similar studies have assessed fine CCA by other test methods such as; ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV), surface resistivity and water penetration under pressure, and all have come to a similar conclusion that fine CCA has a detrimental effect on durability performance; however no limiting values are recommended [13,24].

The rise in all transport properties tested has been attributed to the presence of the fine CCA producing more and longer capillaries by its own increased porosity [25]. Similar effects have been observed in durability studies on coarse CCA in structural concrete primarily due to the increased water absorption of the aggregates [26-30].

The majority of existing published work has focused primarily on the inclusion of fine CCA only, and the combined effect of fine and coarse CCA is still under-researched. The aim of this limited study therefore was to examine combinations of fine and coarse CCA content in structural concrete to determine its resistance to water and chloride ingress. Ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS) was also incorporated to replace Portland cement (PC) by 50% to quantify the potential beneficial effects on durability performance. The compressive strength was tested to determine compliance with the characteristic and target mean strength.
Methodology

A structural concrete was designed to achieve characteristic and target mean strengths of 43MPa and 57MPa respectively by the BRE mix design method [31]. PC (CEM I) and GGBS (50% - CEM III/A) concrete mixes were tested at a free water-binder ratio of 0.5. The free water-binder ratio and cement content of 390kg/m³ were chosen to comply with the recommendations for XD3/XS3 exposure classes in Table A.4 of BS8500-1 [8] and account for the aggregate absorption. Fine CCA was incorporated at 20% and 40% to replace natural fine aggregate by mass, denoted as ‘F20’ and ‘F40’ respectively. Mixes with both fine and coarse CCA were also tested at 20% and 40% to determine the combined effect, denoted as ‘F/C20’ and ‘F/C40’ respectively. All CCA concretes were compared against a control batch made with 100% natural aggregates (rounded quartzite river gravel and sand). No additional cement or water was added to compensate for the inclusion of CCA. Table 1 details the test methods employed.

Table 1 - Test methods employed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Justification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compressive cube strength [32]</td>
<td>To determine compliance of mixes with characteristic and target mean strengths and to analyse the effect of fine and coarse CCA on compressive strength.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface resistivity [33]</td>
<td>To determine the effect of fine and coarse CCA on electrical resistivity of concrete, to provide an indication of its ability to resist chloride ion penetration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorption by capillary action [34]</td>
<td>To determine the effect of fine and coarse CCA on the sorptivity of concrete with no external pressures applied. This is the key transport mechanism of water and chloride ingress when concrete is in a dry state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapid Chloride Migration [35]</td>
<td>To determine the effect of fine and coarse CCA on the chloride migration coefficient in concrete. The results cannot be directly compared to natural diffusion tests; however it provides a rapid indication of durability performance, and is comparative.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statistical analysis of the results was undertaken using t-tests to determine the effect on sample means when fine and coarse CCA were added. The probability of a significant detrimental effect was calculated based on a 10% decrease in performance when compared to the control batch for PC and GGBS concrete.

European standards state that a quality source of CCA, of known composition, should be obtained to produce sustainable structural concrete. This is to prevent possible contamination and reduce any detrimental effects [7]. Our CCA was from the demolition of a 1970’s office building structure in Leicester, UK. Three randomly selected samples were sent for petrographic analysis [36,37] to determine the concrete composition and type (Figure 1). Randomly selected samples of fine and coarse CCA were tested for water absorption properties, and concrete cores from larger sections were taken to determine compressive strength [38-41].

CCA Composition

The water absorption for the fine and coarse CCA is shown in Table 2 and compared against that of the natural aggregates used in this study. The water absorption of CCA is higher for both 30 minute and 24 hour water absorption. A higher water content was added during mixing to account for the short-term water absorption of fine and coarse CCA in accordance with the BRE mix design method [31]. Water absorption of fine and coarse CCA has been reported elsewhere between 4.61% and 12.90%, dependent on the original source of concrete [26-30]. The results of compressive strength testing from cored specimens are shown in Table 3.

Table 2 - Water absorption properties of CCA and natural aggregates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CCA</th>
<th>Natural aggregate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30 minutes [%]</td>
<td>24 hour [%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-20mm (Coarse)</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>5.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-10mm (Coarse)</td>
<td>9.72</td>
<td>9.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-4mm (Fine)</td>
<td>8.55</td>
<td>8.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 - Determination of equivalent in-situ characteristic strength from cored specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Compressive strength of cored specimen [MPa]</th>
<th>Correction Factor (K_{is, cy l})</th>
<th>Corrected compressive strength [MPa]</th>
<th>Equivalent in-situ characteristic strength (f_{ck, is}) [MPa]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>52.8</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>40.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>1.009</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The key findings of the petrographic analysis were:
- The concrete is produced with partly-crushed gravel typical of East/South-East England (sandstone, limestone, quartzite and chert), quartz-dominated sand and ordinary Portland cement.
- No cement replacements or admixtures have been used.
- Estimated water-cement ratio, slump and 28 day strength are 0.58, 30-60mm and 38.5MPa respectively; the latter is similar to that of the equivalent in-situ characteristic strength.
- Estimated cement content is 325kg/m³, 13.8% of total weight of concrete.
- There is no obvious segregation, excessive voids, honeycombing or visible microcracking.
- Junctions between aggregates and enclosing binder are tightly sealed, indicative of good quality interfacial transition zones.
- Phenolphthalein indicator solution suggests maximum carbonation of 20-25mm.

![Fig. 1 - Thin section of demolition concrete for petrographic analysis](image)

**Analysis of Results**

**Compressive Strength**

Tests were conducted on 100mm cube samples at 7, 28 and 56 days. The results show that the inclusion of fine CCA, and a combination of fine and coarse CCA, does have an increasingly detrimental effect on compressive strength at both 28 and 56 days for both PC and GGBS concrete (Figures 2 and 3 respectively). The target mean strength (57MPa) at 28 days was only achieved in the control concretes for PC and GGBS. In the majority of cases the characteristic strength (43MPa) at 28 days was easily achieved, except for the PC concrete made with 40% fine and coarse CCA. At 56 days the characteristic strength was met for all concrete mixes.

A left-tailed t-test was used to determine if the additions of CCA had a detrimental effect (10% decrease) on sample means, compared to the control concretes for both binder types. A high probability (p>0.721) was obtained for all concrete mixes at 28 days, indicating a detrimental effect greater than 10%, except for the 20% fine CCA in PC concrete mix which had a probability of p<0.115.
Surface Resistivity

The surface resistivity of cylindrical specimens (200mm x 100mm diameter) was measured at 28 days (Figure 4); it is a relatively quick method for assessing the microstructure and subsequent transport properties of different concretes [43]. The results are commonly interpreted following the recommendations in Table 4. A lower resistivity indicates a more porous concrete microstructure as it allows a higher current to pass between the probes at the surface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concrete Society Technical Report 60</th>
<th>AASHTO T358</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resistivity [kΩcm]</strong></td>
<td><strong>Interpretation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;5</td>
<td>Very high corrosion rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>High corrosion rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>Low to moderate corrosion rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;20</td>
<td>Low corrosion rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results show that the PC concrete has a lower surface resistivity than GGBS concrete, by a factor of 3 to 4. The addition of combined fine and coarse CCA had an increasingly detrimental effect on the surface resistivity of both concrete types; however the fine CCA content on its own seems to have had a beneficial effect on the surface resistivity of GGBS concrete. The results for the PC mixes indicate a ‘high to moderate’ chloride ion penetration/corrosion rate range, dependant on the quantity of CCA included. In contrast, the results for GGBS concrete indicate a ‘very low’ chloride ion penetration and ‘low’ corrosion rate.
Fig. 4 - Concrete surface resistivity at 28 days of PC and GGBS concretes

Statistical analysis showed a particularly high probability (p>0.584) that the surface resistivity would not decrease by more than 10%, except for the PC concrete made with 40% fine and coarse CCA (p<0.022). GGBS concretes in particular had a much higher probability of no detrimental effect (p>0.855).

Absorption by Capillary Action

Kropp et al describe sorptivity as the ‘transport of liquids into porous solids due to surface tension acting in capillaries’ [11]. The sorptivity is influenced by the characteristics of the liquid and solid material it is in contact with, particularly the radius, tortuosity and continuity of the capillaries. The concrete specimens (50mm x 100mm diameter slices) were sealed on the side to ensure uni-directional ingress of water. Cumulative absorption was measured at 28 days for PC and GGBS concrete mixes (Figure 5a and 5b respectively) and the sorption coefficients were determined from the gradients at 12 minutes and 24 hours (Table 5).

For 20% fine CCA content, a relatively low probability was calculated for the 24 hour sorption coefficient to increase by more than 10% for both PC (p<0.554) and GGBS (p<0.040) concrete. All CCA contents above this have a higher probability of a detrimental effect, particularly for the PC concrete (p>0.994) compared to GGBS concrete (p>0.492). The inclusion of GGBS significantly reduced the detrimental effect of coarse and fine CCA on both the initial (12 mins) and final (24 hour) sorption coefficients.
### Table 5 – 28 day sorption coefficients for all concretes tested

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CCA Content</th>
<th>PC</th>
<th>GGBS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12 mins Sorption Coefficient [kg/m².h²]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F/C20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F/C40</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F/C20</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F/C40</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% change</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 hour Sorption Coefficient [kg/m².h²]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F/C20</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F/C40</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F/C20</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F/C40</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% change</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rapid Chloride Migration**

Migration of chloride ions occurs when an electric field is applied across a concrete specimen (50mm x 100mm diameter slice), causing the negatively charged chloride ions to move towards an anode [45]. The non-steady state migration coefficients in Figure 6 have been calculated from average penetration depths.

![Fig. 6 - Rapid chloride migration at 28 days of PC and GGBS concretes](image)

The results show that the inclusion of both coarse and fine CCA content had an increasingly detrimental effect on the migration coefficient of concrete. Statistical analysis showed a relatively high probability that the migration coefficient would not increase by more than 10% for all CCA contents, except for the higher content of F/C40. GGBS concrete (p>0.653) had a higher probability compared to PC concrete (p>0.421). Similar to the results of surface resistivity and absorption by capillary action, a small quantity of fine CCA appears to have a beneficial effect on durability performance in GGBS concrete. In all cases the GGBS had a significant beneficial effect at resisting chloride ion penetration compared to PC, by a factor of 3 to 4.

**Discussion**

**Compressive Strength**

The statistical analysis of the 28 day compressive strength results has reinforced the evidence that the inclusion of both fine and coarse CCA has an increasingly detrimental effect, except for the lower fines content in PC concrete (up to 20%), which confirms the common concern of fine CCA in the industry [10]. This finding is lower than other reported suitable replacement levels for fine CCA [13,14]; however this may be due to a more detrimental effect in higher strength concretes [15].

The target mean strength at 28 days was not always achieved, particularly for concretes with a higher CCA content (Figure 2). The mix design could be changed for the CCA concretes to include a higher cement and water content, in order to increase the compressive strength. This however would offset any sustainability savings achieved by utilising CCA, and therefore is unlikely to be adopted as an approach for designing structural concrete. Although the target mean strengths were
not met for CCA concrete, the majority of mixes still achieved the characteristic strength at 28 days, except for the F/C40 PC concrete. At 56 days the characteristic strength was easily achieved for all mixes (Figure 3). These findings suggest that the BRE method of mix design is suitable for designing structural concrete with a fine CCA content up to 40%, and also a combined fine and coarse CCA content up to 20% [16].

The latent effect of GGBS was only observed in the control concrete at 56 days (Figure 3). This is possibly due to the fine CCA content causing a delay in the hydration process, as mentioned in BS8500 [8,9]. The lower rate of strength gain was similar to that of the PC concrete mixes.

**Surface Resistivity**

Figure 4 shows that an increase in the fine CCA content, and a combination of fine and coarse CCA content, generally reduced the surface resistivity of concrete. This is possibly due to the increased porosity of the CCA, which is a common explanation for the reduction of durability performance [25-30]. This finding is in agreement with other research that has tested the surface resistivity of PC concrete [13,24].

An exception to this occurred with both the 20% and 40% fine CCA GGBS concretes, which appear to have experienced a beneficial effect with approximately a 10% increase in surface resistivity. The inclusion of small quantities of fine CCA in this case may have reduced the porosity of GGBS concrete. As no literature has quantified the effect of fine CCA on the durability performance of GGBS concrete it is difficult to determine if this is a common trend for different types of fine CCA. In all cases the GGBS had a beneficial effect on surface resistivity, by a factor of 3 to 4, reducing the potential chloride ion penetration from a high/moderate range to very low (Table 4).

**Absorption by Capillary Action**

The sorption coefficients and statistical analysis indicate that both fine and coarse CCA have an increasingly detrimental effect on structural concrete (Figure 5a and 5b; Table 5), similar to the findings of Evangelista and de Brito for water absorption by capillary action [17]. This is most likely due to the increased porosity of the CCA itself [25-30]. Again, a small quantity of fine CCA (20%) appears to have had a beneficial effect on the sorption of GGBS concrete.

The inclusion of GGBS not only reduced the initial (12 minute) and 24 hour sorption coefficients, but also reduced the impact of both a fine and coarse CCA content (up to 40%). The highest influence on the 24 hour sorption coefficient was observed for the F/C40 concrete, a 53% and 26% increase for PC and GGBS concretes respectively. The initial sorption coefficient for F/C40 concrete was also reduced from 42% to 36% for PC and GGBS concretes respectively. This indicates that the GGBS content has reduced the radius, tortuosity and/or continuity of the capillaries, either by a reduced porosity of the cement matrix or an improved quality of interfacial transition zone between the cement paste and the surrounding aggregates [19-23]. The effect of GGBS is more dominant over a longer exposure period of 24 hours compared to 12 minutes, which is particularly beneficial to structural concrete likely to be exposed to cyclic ponding.

**Rapid Chloride Migration**

Figure 6 shows that an increase in the fine CCA, and a combination of fine and coarse CCA generally increased the rapid migration coefficient of concrete, primarily due to its own increased porosity [25-30]. This is in agreement with other published research [17]. The statistical analysis however has confirmed that the chloride ingress is unlikely to increase by more than 10%, except for the higher CCA content of F/C40 for PC and GGBS concrete. As observed with other durability test methods, a small quantity of fine CCA (20%) appears to have had a beneficial effect on the migration coefficient of GGBS concrete.

GGBS addition significantly improves resistance to chloride ion penetration compared to PC; by a factor of 3 to 4. There is also strong statistical evidence to suggest that the effect of fine and coarse CCA is more dominant in the PC concrete mixes compared to those with 50% GGBS.
Similar to the results of absorption by capillary action this is most likely due to a reduced porosity of the cement matrix or an improved quality of interfacial transition zones [19-23]. An improved chloride binding capacity may also contribute to a reduction in the rapid migration coefficient [18].

Conclusions

From this limited study of CCA which forms a wider research project, the results show that the inclusion of fine CCA, and the combined effect of coarse and fine CCA, does have a detrimental effect on the different transport mechanisms in concrete, and also the compressive strength.

The results of compressive strength testing showed that the target mean strength was not always achieved at 28 days, particularly for concretes with a higher CCA content; however the characteristic strength was still met for the majority of mixes. This indicates that the BRE method of mix design is generally suitable for designing concrete with a fine CCA content up to 40%, and also a combined fine and coarse CCA content of 20%. The latent hydraulic properties of GGBS were only observed for the control concrete at 56 days, which suggests that the fine CCA content causes a delay in the hydration process.

The tests conducted into the durability have highlighted that the inclusion of fine and coarse CCA can have an increasingly detrimental effect on water and chloride ingress, even for quantities as low as 20% fines. In the majority of cases the combined effect of fine and coarse CCA caused a higher detrimental effect than a fine CCA content alone. This suggests that coarse CCA is the primary contributor to a reduced resistance to water and chloride ingress. Further research is required to determine if the beneficial effect of small quantities of fine CCA observed in GGBS concrete is a regular phenomenon.

The inclusion of GGBS can significantly increase the durability performance, in some cases by a factor of 3 to 4 times, due to the reduced porosity of the cement matrix, improved interfacial transition zones and the increased chloride binding capacity of the material. These findings suggest that both fine and coarse CCA can be a viable option for new sustainable structural concrete, even if the structure is likely to be exposed to chloride environments during its service life, provided that a suitable level of GGBS is incorporated to compensate for any detrimental effects on mechanical or durability properties. This is a positive finding for the incorporation of CCA into a wider variety of higher-value applications as the fines content can also be purposely utilised.
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